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32 there is being sent to the Bureau, under separate 
: GP- cover, a faded blue, padded, cloth jacket, bearing a label 

. "Siz Jac*, with gipper front... Fhis jacket was recovered 
at the Texas School Book Depository building in Dallas, Texas , 
on 12/16/63. It was recovered €rom a room where various 
ezployees of the building left articles of elothing ¢rom 
time to time, his jacket has been exhibited to Mrs. MARINA 
OSWALD, wife of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, and she has positively 
identified it as being the property ef LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 

Zt is requested the PBI Laboratory examine this jacket 
fer the presence of any hairs, or fibers, and if such is 
found, that they be compared with other hairs and fibers 
categorized in this case. 

Z¢ is also requested an examination be conducted 
to determine if a residue ef Zirearms power is attached to 
the jacket, indicating possibly the jacket has been worn at 
the time a firearm has been discharged. 

The Laboratory may retain this jacket until such 
time as all ether evidence is returned to the Dallas Office. 
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